By CLASS INCLUDED - Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 10 in 2:00 including DUDE INCLUDED 2, 1:57.2s, 3, 1:53.0s ($257,145); BRECKENRIDGE 2, 1:55.2s, Q, 1:53.3s - 21 ($243,937); WORTH YOUR WHILE 3, 1:55.3s, 4, 1:54.4s - 22, BT 1:54.2s - 22 ($72,724); CLASSY PRINCE 3, 1:57.3h, BT 1:57.2s ($35,028) etc.

1st dam
Hurrakenamajauana BT 1:59.0f ($10,531), by CANTAB HALL 3, 1:54.0, BT 1:50.4. At 2, second in PA All Stars div at Pocono Downs. Second foal.

Massivehurrikane (g, Muscle Massive). Now 3.

2nd dam
SIMPLE TASK 3, 1:55.0, BT 1:54.0 ($74,050) 4 wins, by YANKEE GLIDE 3, 1:55.1, BT 1:53.0.
At 3, winner of NJSS div (twice) at The Meadowlands, Open at The Meadowlands; second in Hambletonian Oaks S. elim at The Meadowlands, Moni Maker elim at The Red Mile; third in NJSS final at The Meadowlands. From 5 foals, dam of 1 winner

BEYOND BLUE (m, Cantab Hall) 2, 1:59.4f, BT 1:58.4 ($31,905) 2 wins. At 2, winner of PA Stallion Series div at Pocono Downs; second in Event C LC leg at The Red Mile, PA Stallion Series div at Harrahs Cherokee Casino; third in PASS div at The Meadows, Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Dam of HOMEN DRY 2, 1:57.0s, 3, 1:53.3f, 1:52.2f, BT 1:52.1f ($493,838); SEVEN IRON 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.2s, 4, 1:54.2f, BT 1:55.7s, 1:55.3s ($42,757); BEYOND THE HILL 2, 1:59.1, 3, 1:56.1f, 4, 1:56.5f, 2, BT Q1:55.1 - 22 ($35,048); Seveond 2, 1:58.3f - 21, BT 1:54.2 - 22 ($22,323) etc.

Hurrakenamajauana (m, Cantab Hall) BT 1:59.0f ($10,531). As Above. Special Interest (m, Cantab Hall). Dam of Sayinwhatimthinkin. Now 2 etc.

Simple Duty (f, Braggart). Now 3.

3rd dam
SIMPLY HANOVER BT 2:01.2 ($859), by PRAKAS 3, 1:53.2. From 5 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:54, 2 in 1:56) including-

SILVER SPRINGS (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:52.4, BT 1:52.3 ($262,500) 6 wins. At 2, winner of Breeders Crown elim at The Meadowlands; second in Int'l Stallion S. div at The Red Mile, Matron S. div at Dover Downs, Merrie Annabelle S. elim at The Meadowlands, NJSS div and final at The Meadowlands; third in Breeders Crown final at The Meadowlands, NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner of Hambletonian - Oaks final at The Meadowlands, KY Futurity div at The Red Mile, NJSS div at The Meadowlands, World Trotting Derby elim at Duquoin State Fair; second in Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile, Delvin Miller Memorial elim at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS div at The Meadowlands. At 4, second in Peretti Farms Matchmaker S. at The Meadowlands; third in Allaround Farm S. final at The Red Mile. Dam of BILLS MAN 2, 1:52.3, 3, 1:52.2f, 4, 1:55.2f, BT 1:51.3 ($680,640); SPRINGTIME VOLO 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.2 ($579,300); VOSS VOLO 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 1:53.4f, BT 1:53.0s ($238,357); SILVERHILL VOLO 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:51.1f, BT 1:53.4 ($226,604); grandam of LILY STRIDE 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:50.2 ($171,762); SIMPLY VOLO 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:53.4f, BT 1:52.4 ($407,914); SS POSEIDON 2, 1:57.1f, BT 1:53.4 ($184,262); VIOLET STRIDE 2, 1:52.0 ($162,575) etc.

SUGARCANE VOLO (h, Sugarcane Hanover) ($462,324) 2 wins. At 2, second in Peretti Farms Matchmaker S. at The Meadowlands; third in Allaround Farm S. final at The Red Mile. Dam of HURRIKANE KAN (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:56.4f, 4, 1:55.0f, BT 1:50.7 ($41,041) etc.

SUGARCANE VOLO (h, Sugarcane Hanover) ($462,324) 2 wins. At 2, second in Peretti Farms Matchmaker S. at The Meadowlands; third in Allaround Farm S. final at The Red Mile. Dam of HURRIKANE KAN (m, Yankee Glide) 2, 1:57.1, 3, 1:56.4f, 4, 1:55.0f, BT 1:50.7 ($41,041) etc.

SIMPLE TASK (m, Yankee Glide) 3, 1:55.0, BT 1:54.0 ($74,050) 4 wins. As Above.
Simple Challenge (m, Pine Chip) 2, Q2:03.0. Dam of LOTS MUSIC 2, 1:57.1, 3, Q1:57.0 ($162,213) etc.

4th dam
SISYSPUR 2:04.1f ($100,689) 25 wins, by AYRES 3, 1:56.4. From 11 foals, dam of 6 winners (2 in 1:58) including-

SOLOMON HANOVER (h, Florida Pro) 3, 2:00.1f, 4, 1:58.0f ($132,897) 18 wins. At 4, winner of Invitation (3 times) at Blue Bonnets; second in Invitation (twice) at Blue Bonnets.

SNIPPY HANOVER (m, Florida Pro) 2, T2:03.0, 3, 1:57.4 ($59,371) 6 wins. At 3, winner of Arden Downs S. div at The Meadows, KY Futurity elim at The Red Mile; second in KY Futurity race at The Red Mile, Delvin Miller Memorial elim at The Meadowlands. At 4, second in Peretti Farms Matchmaker S. at The Meadowlands; third in Allaround Farm S. elim at The Red Mile. Dam of BILLS MAN 2, 1:52.3, 3, 1:52.2f, 4, 1:55.2f, BT 1:51.3 ($680,640); SPRINGTIME VOLO 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:53.2 ($579,300); VOSS VOLO 2, 2:03.2h, 3, 1:53.4f, BT 1:53.0s ($238,357); SILVERHILL VOLO 3, 1:53.3, 4, 1:51.1f, BT 1:53.4 ($226,604); grandam of LILY STRIDE 2, 1:55.2, 3, 1:50.2 ($171,762); SIMPLY VOLO 2, 1:58.3f, 3, 1:53.4f, BT 1:52.4 ($407,914); SS POSEIDON 2, 1:57.1f, BT 1:53.4 ($184,262); VIOLET STRIDE 2, 1:52.0 ($162,575) etc.

SLOCUM HANOVER (h, Florida Pro) 2, 2:01.0q, BT 1:58.7 ($35,028) 2 wins. At 2, winner of John Simpson Sr S. at Vernon Downs.

SISYPYRO HANOWER (m, Florida Pro) 2, 2:06.1f, 3, 1:59.2 ($11,805) 2 wins.

Sindelar Hanover (h, Super Bowl) 3, Q2:09.2, 2:01.3, BT 2:00.3s ($34,278) 13 wins. At 2, third in Review - Greyhound S. leg at Springfield. At 3, aged, second in FFA at Converse. Sancho Hanover (h, Songflower) 3, 2:04.3h ($21,041) 2 wins.

Snowball Hanover (m, Florida Pro). Dam of CACANO TURLE 3, Q2:03.4, 2:02.1h, BT 2:00.2f ($43,189); grandam of CACANO SIMON (p, q, 2, 1:59.2h, 3, 1:52.1s, 4, 1:51.2s ($440,379)) etc.